1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Copaxone (glatiramer acetate), manufactured by Teva Pharmaceuticals, has provided a safe and effective treatment option for multiple sclerosis for 20+ years. The active substance of Copaxone is glatiramer acetate (GA), a non-biological complex drug (NBCD) composed of a mixture of immunogenic polypeptides of varying sequences and sizes that are impossible to characterize even with state-of-the-art analytical methods \[[@bb0005]\]. Thus, unavoidably, GA is defined by the reaction conditions utilized across multiple synthesis \[[@bb0010]\], preparatory, and final purification stages. As a result, the composition of GA, its micro-heterogeneity range, and the consequential therapeutic activity of Copaxone all strongly rely on the robustness of the manufacturing process, ensuring antigen homology, quality control, and the resultant consistent safety and efficacy profile of Copaxone.

In 2016, a 20 mg/mL follow-on glatiramer acetate product (FOGA, Synthon) was approved in the EU and Switzerland and is referred to herein as Synthon\'s EU FOGA.The tradename for the Synthon\'s EU FOGA product varies from one country to another (for instance, in Sweden the tradename is Copemyl, in Germany Clift, in Slovakia Remurel and in Switzerland Glatiramyl). The EU regulatory assessment of FOGA relied on establishing similarity of the active substances in FOGA and Copaxone, and furthermore, the complexity of the glatiramer acetate and the particular challenges it presents for demonstrating equivalence was acknowledged \[[@bb0015]\]. Thus, the marketing authorization in the EU for Synthon\'s FOGA was granted pursuant to Article 10(3) of Directive 2001/83/EC as a hybrid application. In accordance, the FOGA is not considered a generic product, but rather a "*hybrid product*." Moreover, it was recognized \[[@bb0015]\] that, because of the complexity of the substance, the production process of the drug substance is an important factor for consideration, because the compositional reproducibility is linked to the tightly controlled manufacturing process. Thus, although Copaxone and the Synthon EU FOGA are not biological medicinal products, Synthon followed a regulatory strategy similar to the dossier requirements of biosimilar applications and, in addition to quality data, also provided nonclinical and clinical data in support of the similarity of its product \[[@bb0015]\]. Therefore, the approval was supported by the Glatiramer Acetate Clinical Trial to Assess Equivalence with Copaxone (GATE), a nine-month clinical study \[[@bb0020],[@bb0025]\] with a 15-month, open-label extension \[[@bb0025],[@bb0030]\].

Given the aforementioned characterization challenges, a battery of peptide/protein-appropriate evaluation methods was employed by Teva to examine the compositional characteristics of glatiramer acetate in Copaxone and FOGA lots, as well as their associated functional ramifications. This battery, which includes quality control release tests used routinely for release of Copaxone lots, high resolution physicochemical tests \[[@bb0035], [@bb0040], [@bb0045], [@bb0050], [@bb0055]\], biological characterization tests, as well as gene expression studies and a rat toxicity study, has been applied to other FOGA products marketed globally, and the findings of these analyses have been published \[[@bb0060], [@bb0065], [@bb0070], [@bb0075], [@bb0080], [@bb0085]\]. Consistently, the collected results of these analyses highlight the difficulties and challenges in manufacturing a complex peptide mixture such as GA and demonstrate that many of the FOGA lots produced by different manufacturers globally do not contain the same active substance as Copaxone, as differences and similarities are demonstrated in different assays. Furthermore, differences in physicochemical and functional attributes were detected for all FOGAs tested to-date \[[@bb0060], [@bb0065], [@bb0070], [@bb0075], [@bb0080], [@bb0085]\], which remain to be qualified with respect to their impact on clinical immunogenicity and long-term safety and efficacy, as well as (repeated) substitutability in real-world settings (the term "substitution" herein refers to the practice of dispensing one medicine instead of another at the pharmacy level without the consultation of a physician).

The present study sought to determine the comparability of the active ingredient in Copaxone to that in the Synthon EU FOGA, employing a battery of physicochemical and biological assays reported previously \[[@bb0060], [@bb0065], [@bb0070], [@bb0075], [@bb0080], [@bb0085]\]. To this end, six lots of Synthon\'s FOGA purchased in four different European countries were compared with Copaxone specifications or inherent variability ranges, utilizing a total of fourteen methods. Intra-product lot-to-lot variability (also termed microheterogeneity) was characterized and compared across products, alongside analysis of the inter-product lot-to-lot assessments. The compositional and biological activity attributes observed to be markedly and consistently different between the products were summarized and their functionality characterized. Furthermore, for the first time, in vivo toxicity was tested in rats, orthogonally examining the frequency of injection-site reactions elicited by each of the treatments.

2. Methods {#s0010}
==========

Physicochemical characterization was pursued for six different lots of the Synthon EU FOGA drug product marketed in four countries (Germany, Clift lots 1503713B, 1601798A, 1503711E; Austria, Perscleran lot 1503711D; Switzerland, Glatiramyl lot 1601982B; and Slovakia, Remurel lot 1601434B) with expiration dates between October 2018 and May 2019, and compared with a random set of six Copaxone lots (P63250, P63256, P63260, P63265, P63266, P63275) with expiration dates between August 2017 to March 2018. Of note, the Synthon FOGAs for Germany, Austria, and Slovakia were approved via the same decentralized procedure and are considered to be the same product throughout Europe; the Swiss Synthon FOGA product also relied on the GATE clinical study \[[@bb0015]\] for its approval and therefore it is also assumed to be the same product.

Testing involving comparative low- and high-resolution physicochemical assays, in addition to biological, functional, and toxicological analyses, was conducted from March 2017 to December 2017. The battery of high-resolution methods (developed by Teva based on well-established methodologies widely used for characterization of complex polypeptide mixtures and antibody preparations) includes techniques that characterize the intact GA product as is, with its polypeptide chains unmodified, rather than following degradation procedures usually incorporated in traditional/low-resolution methods. This is the most clinically relevant approach, as the mixture is injected in MS patients in its intact form. As has been published previously \[[@bb0005]\], once artificially degraded for the purpose of such analyses, even marked differences between GA products are easily masked.

Inherent variability (microheterogeneity) exists for all biological and synthetic complex polypeptide mixtures, including Copaxone. In accordance, the testing strategy set forth defines either the test specifications or the range of the intrinsic microheterogeneity per quality attribute, as detected across multiple Copaxone lots. A head-to-head comparison can demonstrate whether a FOGA product is within the Copaxone lot-to-lot intrinsic microheterogeneity limits for the specific quality attribute being tested. For each assay and quality attribute, this microheterogeneity of Copaxone, as well as the analytical test variability, has been taken into consideration. Statistical simulations of the relevant available comparative data (peak maximum molecular weight and relative potency) were provided.

Gene expression profiling was applied for three lots of Synthon EU FOGA (Germany Clift lots 1503711E and 1503713B; Slovakia Remurel lot 1601434B) and three lots of Copaxone (P63256, P63265, P63275) in two complementary biological assays. These two experiments, validated previously \[[@bb0060],[@bb0065],[@bb0080]\], model the molecular effects of treatment on antigen presenting cells (APCs) and T cells, which represent the two cell types that, along with the antigen (GA or FOGA, respectively), form the "*immunological triad*" that is critical to the mechanism of action of Copaxone \[[@bb0090]\]. Furthermore, the T-cell model system was designed to identify molecular differences associated with switching, relevant for the consideration of safety and immunogenicity in the context of (repeated) substitution in real-world settings. Finally, a comparative 13-week, repeated dose, subcutaneous in vivo toxicity study in Sprague Dawley (SD) male rats was performed with Copaxone and Synthon EU FOGA under Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) regulations \[[@bb0095]\].

3. Results and discussion {#s0015}
=========================

Six of the standard traditional methods and one of the high resolution methods detected no differences between GA and Synthon EU FOGAs. The remaining seven methods identified marked deviation of physicochemical and biological properties between GA and Synthon EU FOGA even after taking into account GA lot-to-lot microheterogeneity and analytical test variability. Notably, lot-to-lot variability among Synthon EU FOGA lots was substantially higher than GA\'s intrinsic microheterogeneity in certain parameters. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} summarizes the tests, the measured attributes, and the results. The proceeding sections provide descriptions of the findings for each of the methods.Table 1Summary of comparative analyses, methods, attributes and results.Table 1

3.1. Physicochemical analyses {#s0020}
-----------------------------

### 3.1.1. Molecular weight distribution (MWD) {#s0025}

MWD is a basic bulk physicochemical characterization parameter reflecting the general distribution of the polypeptides in a complex mixture according to their hydrodynamic size, rather than their primary structure. The MWD in Copaxone and Synthon EU FOGA samples diluted to 4 mg/mL was evaluated by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) using a Superose 12 column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) with pH 1.5 phosphate buffer mobile phase at 0.5 mL/min with UV detection at 208 nm. The test system is calibrated with a set of polypeptide MW markers containing the same amino acids as Copaxone.

Copaxone polypeptides have an average MW ranging from 5000 to 9000 Da measured at peak max (the MW of all Copaxone components range from 2500 to 20,000 Da). In general, the Synthon EU FOGAs\' MW values complied with Copaxone specifications, although one out of the six tested lots (1601434B - REMUREL) showed higher MWD within Copaxone specifications ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A). Statistical comparison of the Copaxone and Synthon EU product datasets required simulation to address the imbalance in number of available lots for comparison (Copaxone 957 samples, Synthon EU FOGA product 6 samples). For this, six samples were randomly selected from the available 957 samples of Copaxone and then a mean value of each of the six samples was calculated. This process was repeated 2500 times, hence creating a data set of 2500 mean values of those samples. The distribution of those means was plotted and a statistical analysis was used to compare the distribution of the simulated mean MW values of Copaxone averages with the actual mean value MW of the total available six Synthon EU FOGA lots. Simulation was performed using R software, The R Foundation, version 3.4.0, and presentation of the results was performed with JMP Statistical Discovery, Ver. 13.1, SAS Institute Inc.Fig. 1MWD, CEX, and Viscotek TDAmax Assays.A. Peak maximum molecular weight for Copaxone and Synthon FOGA product -- Actual data.B. Distribution of peak maximum molecular weight (Da) for simulated Copaxone data and Synthon EU FOGA mean value.Avg = average; FOGA = follow-on glatiramer acetate; LSL = lower specification limit; USL = upper specification limit. Grey columns represent the distribution of peak maximum MW of 2500 simulated Copaxone averages of the six samples randomly drawn from the total 957 Copaxone readings. The red line represents the observed average peak maximum MW of the six available Synthon EU lots.C. CEX. Characterization of surface charge distribution of Copaxone lots and Synthon EU FOGA lots (Peak 1 = Negatively Charged Population, Peak 2 = Weak Positively Charged Population; Peak 3 = Strong Positively Charged Population).D. Viscotek TDAmax. Conformational characterization of polymer molecular weight distribution for Copaxone lots and Synthon EU FOGA lots.Fig. 1

As shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}B for the peak maximum MW, the observed mean value of Synthon EU FOGA lots ("Avg FOGA") was significantly higher (+12%) than that of simulated mean values of Copaxone, and the probability of the observed (actual) FOGA MW mean value being part of the distribution of the simulated Copaxone data was \<0.0001.

### 3.1.2. Coomassie Brilliant Blue Dye-250 (CBBG-250) {#s0030}

The Coomassie Brilliant Blue Dye-250 (CBBG-250) is known to interact with different polypeptides in solution such that distinct color changes are produced. For this identification test, Copaxone and Synthon EU FOGA samples were mixed with CBBG-250 dye solution at 1:1 ratio, followed by centrifugation at 10,000 rcf (relative centrifugal force) for 30 min. The supernatant was then diluted 6:100 and absorbance measured at 590 nm. Absorbance was calculated relative to a CBBG-250 dye control. The CBBG-250 values for Synthon EU FOGAs complied with Copaxone specifications. The relative absorption for Synthon EU FOGA were Clift 1503713B 3.0, Clift1601798A 2.8, Clift 1503711E 3.0, Remurel 1601434B 3.2, Glatiramyl 1601982B 2.9, and Perscleran 1503711D 2.8, ie the peptide-dye interaction mode was similar in both products.

### 3.1.3. Cation exchange chromatography (CEX) {#s0035}

Polypeptide surface charge distribution may be a key attribute affecting binding properties of antigens to their immunological counterparts, ie antigen presenting cells and T cells \[[@bb0100]\]. This attribute was therefore measured by cation exchange chromatography (CEX). The method is based on a nondestructive separation of the polypeptide mixture into subgroups according to their average overall charge, ie affinity to the negatively charged stationary phase of a separating column. Further details on the methods have been provided previously \[[@bb0065]\].

In a typical Copaxone chromatogram, three subpopulations are evident and defined to exhibit negative, weak positive, or strong positive charge distributions \[[@bb0065]\]. The polypeptide charge distribution in Synthon EU FOGA samples was shown to be consistently different regardless of the country of purchase. There was generally a larger negatively-charged subpopulation than seen for Copaxone, and a smaller weak positive-charged subpopulation, and larger (4 out of 6) strong positive-charged subpopulation ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}C). These findings are indicative of differences in overall polypeptide composition, including primary structure and conformation.

### 3.1.4. Viscotek TDAmax {#s0040}

Conformational characterization of polymers, including molecular size and weight, hydrodynamic radius (Rh), intrinsic viscosity (IV: inverse of molecular density) and Pd (polydispersity or uniformity of mixture with regard to MWD), was assessed using Viscotek TDAmax multi-detector size exclusion chromatography (SEC) analysis system for polymers and macromolecules (Malvern Instruments) and Superose 12 column (GE Healthcare).

Differences between Copaxone and Synthon\'s EU FOGAs were detected, indicating that the Synthon EU FOGA polypeptide chains are folded more loosely in their spatial arrangement compared with Copaxone ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}D), ie exhibit higher effective molecular size. This finding is indicative of differences in peptide primary sequence and structure.

### 3.1.5. Reverse phase liquid chromatography 2-dimensional multi-angle laser light scattering detector (RPLC 2D-MALLS) {#s0045}

Polypeptide molecular mass of subpopulations in a mixture reflect compositional characteristics that are not currently evaluated directly by any other conventional QC methods. The 2-dimensional analysis of the mixtures was performed by sequentially attaching the reverse phase high performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) and 2D-MALLS detectors as described previously \[[@bb0065]\], to obtain comparative molecular mass elution profiles as a function of hydrophobicity for the Copaxone and Synthon EU FOGA samples.

In general, Synthon EU FOGA lots showed similarity to Copaxone ([Fig. 2A](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). However, the Remurel sample (Slovakia) contained atypical highly hydrophobic, high molecular mass constituents, ie was compositionally dissimilar to Copaxone. This suggests that a measurable difference in overall polypeptide composition can occur that cannot be revealed using conventional methods such as SEC.Fig. 22D-MALLS, IMMS, and AFM Assays.A. 2D-MALLS. Molecular mass elution profiles as a function of hydrophobicity for Copaxone and Synthon EU FOGA lots.2D-MALLS = 2 dimensional multi angle laser light scattering; EU = European Union; FOGA = follow-on glatiramer acetate Synthon EU FOGA samples are shown in red; 6 lots of Copaxone (overlay) are shown in blue.B. IMMS. The pixel-by-pixel compositional comparison of Synthon lots to a randomly selected Copaxone lot identified extensive differences (as exemplifed by the red and blue dots in the scattergraph of Clift 1503711E). IMMS = ion mobility mass spectrometry; Red = above range; Blue = below range; White = within range of COPAXONE\'s microheterogeneity, as tested by 6 randomly selected lots of similar expiration dates.C. AFM. Comparison of Copaxone and Synthon EU FOGAs are generally similar in morphology. EU = European Union; FOGA = follow-on glatiramer acetate.Fig. 2

### 3.1.6. Ion mobility mass spectrometry (IMMS) {#s0050}

IMMS is a 2-dimensional technique that allows structural analysis of heterogeneous mixtures by separation of ionized molecules based on molecular size, shape, and mass-to-charge ratio (*m*/*z*) \[[@bb0050]\]. Reverse phase liquid chromatography (RPLC) was applied to six Copaxone and six Synthon EU FOGA lots with Agilent 6560 Ion Mobility Q-TOF LC/MS. Approximately 52 million data points (*m*/*z*/drift values) were collected for each lot (injected twice), followed by a qualitative data analysis.

As shown in [Fig. 2B](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, a scatterplot of a Synthon EU lot demonstrates the observed differences seen in IMMS analyses between Copaxone and the Synthon EU FOGA lots. For each, the range (max-min) of the combination of drift and mass of the 6 tested Copaxone lots was calculated. Then, each matching result of a Synthon EU FOGA lot was compared with the range for Copaxone, being either within range (marked as white color), below range (marked as blue color), or above range (marked as red color), ie, the colored dots observed on the white background represent the mass/drift combinations in FOGAs that deviate from those within Copaxone range.

[Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} presents the frequencies of pixel by pixel IMMS results. The frequencies of results that were outside the range of Copaxone tested batches were about 50%, with about 30% being below that range and 20% above it. The data produced in this study demonstrate that the Synthon EU FOGA lots have peptide compositions that vary significantly from Copaxone and likely arise from a combination of differences in amino acid sequence, length, and content of various peptide constituents in the product.Table 2Summary of IMMS pixel by pixel frequencies of FOGA lots within or beyond Copaxone range.Table 2Lot IDLevelCountFrequencyCLIFT_1503711EBelow range1,247,0400.301Within range2,081,7690.502Above range814,0880.197CLIFT_1503713BBelow range1,229,7920.299Within range2,096,4310.509Above range791,9270.192CLIFT_1601798ABelow range1,219,9450.295Within range2,094,5270.507Above range818,7150.198Remurel_1601434BBelow range1,237,3960.299Within range2,075,9400.501Above range831,6270.201Glatiramyl_1601982BBelow range1,254,8630.300Within range2,136,0730.511Above range790,5390.189Perscleran_1503711DBelow range1,232,4180.299Within range2,092,2410.507Above range798,2990.194

### 3.1.7. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) {#s0055}

AFM is a standard technique to determine sample topography, such as aggregation forms \[[@bb0040]\]. The polypeptide mixtures were placed on negatively charged plates and washed as described previously \[[@bb0065],[@bb0105]\]. The morphology of Synthon EU FOGA sample aggregates was similar to that of Copaxone, as shown in [Fig. 2C](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}.

3.2. Biological activity and gene expression assays {#s0060}
---------------------------------------------------

Copaxone is a complex mixture of polypeptides, each containing multiple amino-acid sequences that are immunogenic antigens. As such, important antigenic attributes are assessed for the purpose of ensuring consistent efficacy and safety, including potency, cytotoxicity, biorecognition, local toxicity, and gene expression modulation.

### 3.2.1. Potency ex vivo cell-based assay {#s0065}

The potency ex vivo cell-based assay reflects specific potency results by measuring the levels of a single cytokine (interleukin-2 \[IL-2\]) secreted by GA-primed T cells following response to recall antigen (GA). Mice were immunized with glatiramer acetate reference standard (GA RS); after 4 to 5 days, they were sacrificed, and a primary culture of pooled spleen (SPL) cells was prepared. The SPL cells were activated in vitro with serial concentrations of either GA RS or tested drug product lot. After 24 h incubation, the cell supernatants were collected for Interleukin-2 (IL-2) measurement. The quantification of IL-2 secretion as a marker for cellular response was performed using a commercial Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) kit. The reported result for each tested lot was calculated as relative to the reference product (relative potency).

The activity for the Synthon EU FOGAs was higher, although within, the Copaxone specifications for this method ([Fig. 3A](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Statistical comparison of the Copaxone and Synthon EU FOGA datasets required simulation to address the imbalance in number of available lots for comparison. To this end, six samples were randomly selected from the available 231 Copaxone samples and then a mean value of each of these samples was calculated. This process was repeated 2500 times, thereby creating a data set of 2500 mean values of those samples. The distribution of those means was then plotted and compared with the actual mean value of the available six Synthon EU FOGA lots. Simulation was performed using R software, The R Foundation, version 3.4.0, and presentation of the results was performed with JMP Statistical Discovery Ver. 13.1, SAS Institute Inc. As shown in [Fig. 3B](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} for the relative potency, the observed mean value of Synthon EU FOGA lots ("Avg FOGA") was significantly higher (+20%) than the distribution of simulated mean values of Copaxone, and the probability of the observed (actual) FOGA mean value being part of the distribution of the simulated Copaxone data was \<0.0001.Fig. 3Potency ex vivo cell-based assay.A. Relative potency of Copaxone and Synthon EU FOGA - actual data.B. Distribution of average relative potency (%) simulated data for Copaxone vs Synthon EU FOGA product - actual data.Avg = average; LSL = lower specification limit; USL = upper specification limit.Grey columns represent the distribution of averages of relative potency of 2500 simulated Copaxone mean values, drawn out of the total observed data from 231 lots tested. The red line represents the observed average relative potency of the 6 available Synthon EU FOGA lots.Note: Specification limits relate to the individual values not averages since the variation of mean values - standard error (SE) is smaller than the variation of individual readings - standard deviation (SD). Therefore, specification limits on chart are given for display purposes only.C. Relative potency of cytotoxicity induction Copaxone and Synthon EU FOGA product - actual data.Fig. 3

### 3.2.2. Cytotoxicity - induction of in vitro cytotoxicity using human B cell lines {#s0070}

This cell-based in vitro assay determines the dose-dependent cytotoxic effect of tested product lots in serial concentrations by using an established human B cell-line. The cytotoxic effect of tested drug product lots (Copaxone or Synthon EU FOGA samples) on Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)-transformed B-cell line was tested following 2 h incubation with serial concentrations of either the reference standard (RS) or tested drug product lot. The reported result for each tested lot was calculated as relative cytotoxicity values to the reference product.

Two lots of the Clift FOGA were out of range for the Copaxone specifications using this method, demonstrating higher in vitro cytotoxicity ([Fig. 3C](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Two other Synthon EU FOGA lots also had cytotoxic activity that was higher, although within the Copaxone specifications. The lot-to-lot variability noted for Synthon EU FOGA lots was higher than for Copaxone.

### 3.2.3. Anti-Glatiramer acetate antibodies biorecognition assays {#s0080}

The two bio-recognition assays were based on Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) for the specific bio-recognition of Glatiramer Acetate (GA) using 2 anti-GA monoclonal antibodies in one assay and rabbit IgG polyclonal antibodies (PAbs) in the second assay. A microplate was coated with GA reference standard (GA RS) and tested drug product (DP) lot (Copaxone or Synthon EU FOGA). Following coating and washing steps, the detection antibodies are added and incubated for 30 min at 37 °C. Then TMB was added and the optical density measured.

The results were expressed as percent binding of the GA-specific monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies to drug product lots, relative to GA RS lot. A drug product lot passes the test when its binding is between 85% and 115% for each of the antibodies. The Synthon EU FOGA samples were within the Copaxone specifications for the mAbs-based release method, with percentage relative binding ranging from 86% to 100% for mAb 6B3/57 and from 87% to 108% for mAb 1C4/220, and for the polyclonal release method, with percentage relative binding ranging from 96% to 99%. As an identification release method, both have failed previously to be sensitive enough to detect differences between Copaxone and other FOGAs known to differ from Copaxone when analyzed using different methods \[[@bb0060], [@bb0065], [@bb0070], [@bb0075], [@bb0080], [@bb0085]\].

### 3.2.4. Inhibition of tumor necrosis factor-alpha secretion using human monocyte cell-based assay {#s0085}

This cell-based in vitro assay determines the effect of tested lots in different concentrations to reduce tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNFα) secretion using a human monocyte cell line (THP-1). The culture of THP-1 monocyte cell line was nonspecifically stimulated with lipopolysaccharide together and separately with serial concentrations of GA RS and tested lots. Following 24-h incubation, the cell supernatants were collected for TNFα determination using ELISA. The relative potency of a tested lot was calculated relative to the GA RS using the PLA software. The inhibition of TNFα secretion results for the Synthon EU FOGAs were within the Copaxone specifications for this method, ranging between 0.958 and 1.027.

### 3.2.5. Gene expression profiling and analyses in human THP-1 cell line and mouse splenocytes {#s0090}

To understand the gene expression and pathway modulation by Copaxone compared with Synthon EU FOGA, two complementary methods were applied. In the APC model, the human APC monocyte cell line THP-1 was treated for 6 h with Copaxone, Synthon EU FOGA, or mannitol control, with 6 replicates per treatment, and then subjected to RNA extraction and gene expression profiling. In the T-cell model, mouse splenocytes (T-cell rich) were used to assess the impact of substitution: (1) a patient previously treated with Copaxone and possessing Copaxone-reactive T cells, who was then switched to Synthon EU FOGA, and (2) the reverse situation of a patient treated with Synthon EU FOGA who was then switched to Copaxone. Mice were immunized with either Copaxone (lot P62356) or Synthon EU FOGA (Clift 1503711E). After 3 days, the splenocytes were removed and treated with each drug ex vivo for 24 h, with 6 replicates per treatment. Finally, RNA was extracted and gene expression profiling performed. Correction for batch variation was performed using ComBat \[[@bb0110],[@bb0115]\], as implemented in the SVA R package sva: Surrogate Variable Analysis, available at <http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/sva.html>.

Differentially expressed probesets were identified across conditions using linear models for microarray data (LIMMA) \[[@bb0120]\], a standard R Bioconductor package. To compare Copaxone and Synthon EU FOGA, differential expression corrected for mannitol was used for each treatment (eg, \[Copaxone vs mannitol\] was compared via LIMMA to \[Synthon EU FOGA vs mannitol\]). Probesets were filtered by MAS5 calls of presence on the chip (to be considered present, a probeset was required to have on average a call of present or marginal across samples). Probesets were mapped to genes using the annotation available for the HG U133 Plus 2 chip (THP-1 study) and the Mouse 430 2 chip (splenocyte study) from Affymetrix. Benjamini Hochberg method was used for FDR, as implemented in the LIMMA R package.

#### 3.2.5.1. Analysis of probeset expression differences {#s0095}

Overall comparisons of Copaxone vs. Synthon EU FOGA with mannitol correction showed 1802 probesets to differ at adj. p \< 0.05 in the THP-1 model, and 510 (Copaxone immunization) and 460 (Synthon EU FOGA immunization) probesets in the splenocyte model. In both models, the results confirmed expected modulation of GA-related mechanism of action genes related to inflammation. For example, in the THP-1 model, IL10RA expression, important to IL10 signaling, was significantly upregulated, and in the splenocyte model, anti-inflammatory cytokines Il10 and Il4 were up-regulated by GA treatment and pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-12a was down-regulated, as observed previously \[[@bb0060]\]. Lot-to-lot comparisons showed a consistent differential profile when Synthon EU FOGA lots were compared with Copaxone lots, regardless of model system tested, but no differences were observed when lots were compared within product.

Lot vs. lot contrasts in THP-1 model are indicated by the number of differentially expressed probesets (adj. p \< 0.05), after removal of 216 suspect probes previously identified \[[@bb0060]\], in [Fig. 4A](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}. The values in the cells are encoded by the intensity of red. All 9 Copaxone vs. Synthon EU FOGA lot comparisons had a significantly larger number of differentially expressed probesets (bottom-left quadrant, purple) than within-Copaxone lot comparisons (upper left, blue) or within-Synthon EU FOGA lot comparisons (bottom right, red). This pattern highlights the differences between Copaxone and Synthon EU FOGA at the lot level, and also indicates that those differences significantly exceed the lot-to-lot variability, or microheterogeneity, observed within Copaxone or FOGA.Fig. 4Gene expression in THP-1 experiments.A. Number of differentially expressed probesets in each lot vs. lot contrast. Virtually no differences were found between lots of Copaxone (upper left quadrant) and lots of Synthon (lower right quadrant); however, each Copaxone vs. Synthon lot comparison exhibits differentially expressed probesets.B. Top GSEA immune pathways that significantly differ in lot vs. lot comparisons, broken down by number of contrasts with adj. p \< 0.05 in the 9 Copaxone vs. Synthon contrasts (purple), 3 Synthon vs. Synthon contrasts (red), and 3 Copaxone vs. Copaxone contrasts (blue). The pathways differ by 2/3 or more of the Copaxone vs. Synthon contrasts, but rarely differ in the Synthon vs. Synthon or Copaxone vs. Copaxone contrasts.C. The volcano plots, which highlight Copaxone vs. Synthon differences in 4 hallmark pathways particularly relevant to the mechanism of action of Copaxone, show GSEAresults, with y-axis indicating significance (-log10 adj p) and x-axis indicating the GSEA enrichment score. In each plot, the number of datapoints within each category corresponds to the lot vs. lot contrasts indicated in [Fig. 4A](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} (9 Copaxone vs. Synthon, and 3 each of Synthon vs. Synthon and Copaxone vs. Copaxone).In each lot vs lot contrast, the GSEA analysis is performed on the differential expression data of the first lot versus the second one (lot1--lot2). Each dot is labeled with the specific lot contrast, abbreviated to drug (C=Copaxone, S=Synthon), and the last two (Copaxone) or three (Synthon) characters (for example Copaxone P62356 is abbreviated to C56). The abundance of significant and negative ES values (upper left corner of plot) for Copaxone vs. Synthon lot comparisons reflects lower expression of pathway genes in Copaxone relative to Synthon in each of the 4 pathways.Fig. 4

In the splenocyte model, Copaxone-immunized arm, differences were observed in 5 of 9 contrasts between Copaxone vs. Synthon lots, whereas inter-lot similarity was observed within Copaxone (3/3 contrasts) and within Synthon (2/3 contrasts). Notably, Remurel 1601434B differed the most from all other lots in the splenocyte model, whereas Clift 1503713B differed the most in the THP-1 model. These results show that both splenocyte and THP-1 models highlight differences in Copaxone vs. Synthon EU FOGA lots in their overall patterns, but that individual models may be sensitive to different aspects of the biology, resulting in different FOGA lot-level observations.

#### 3.2.5.2. General and immune-specific pathway analyses {#s0100}

Pathway enrichment was calculated using two methods: Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) \[[@bb0125]\], and hypergeometric test for increased or decreased genes subset by adj p \< 0.05 and fold change cut-off on filtered probesets as previously \[[@bb0060]\], to identify pathways enriched in the differential expression results between Synthon EU FOGA and Copaxone (mannitol-corrected). Probesets were filtered to use present probesets only and ranked by fold change for GSEA pre-ranked analysis. Probesets were collapsed to genes using the chip annotations available in the GSEA tool with the tool default.

Pathway analyses were initially applied against msigdb v6.1 Hallmark, C2 KEGG, and C5 pathway sets. Overall, the most consistently differentially expressed pathways were TNFα signaling via NFkB and MTORC1 signaling. The THP-1 results yielded a substantial number of pathways differentially expressed between the two products and consistently observed across all Copaxone vs. Synthon EU FOGA lot comparisons. In contrast, the more complex splenocyte model revealed fewer pathway enrichments with sparser and more variable results ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Subsequent pathway analyses are focused on the THP-1 results.

As it is known that the primary effect of Copaxone is believed to result from its function as an antigen modulating the immune system \[[@bb0090]\], pathway analyses were subsequently applied to immune-related pathways. A focused 121-pathway list that specifically consisted of immune and cytokine-signaling- related gene sets was curated from the msigdb v6.1 universe based on keyword analyses of pathway names to extract those that contained immune-related terms such as "inflammation," "chemokine," and "lymphocyte."

The focused enrichment analyses of immunological and cytokine-related pathway enrichment analyses, grouped by category (inflammation, cytokine, etc.), are shown in [Fig. 4B](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}. It is apparent from the table that the number of contrasts passing adjusted p-value significance are consistently differentially expressed in all 9 Copaxone vs. Synthon EU lot contrasts, and only a few are also differentially expressed within lots of Synthon EU FOGA or Copaxone. All pathways shown in [Fig. 4B](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} also showed significant differences in the comparison of Copaxone lots combined vs. Synthon EU FOGA lots combined.

In [Fig. 4C](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, volcano plots are shown for 4 pathways from [Fig. 4B](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} to highlight the --log10 adj. p (y-axis) and GSEA Enrichment Score (x-axis). In each of the 4 plots, a dotted line demarcates the 0.05 adj. p cut-off in --log10 space. The lot-vs-lot contrasts are color-coded by comparison type in the same manner as in [Fig. 4A and B](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}: Copaxone vs. Synthon EU (purple), Synthon EU vs. Synthon EU (red), Copaxone vs. Copaxone (blue). The majority of the Copaxone vs. Synthon EU contrasts separate dramatically from within-Copaxone and within-Synthon EU contrasts, further highlighting the significant differences in pathway enrichment of Copaxone vs. Synthon EU. Although overall THP-1 TNFα secretion experiments described in [Section 3.2.6](#s0090){ref-type="sec"} did not show differences in Copaxone relative to Synthon EU FOGA, the volcano plot on the bottom right shows that TNFα signaling was likely impacted in other ways.

These findings highlight at a pathway level the enrichment of differences when comparing Copaxone with Synthon EU FOGA, as [Fig. 4A](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} shows at the probeset level. Many of the immunological pathways that differ between Synthon EU FOGA and Copaxone are clearly relevant to the mechanism of action of Copaxone. Several of the pathways observed in these studies as differing between Copaxone and Synthon EU FOGA (including cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction and regulation of adaptive immune response) also differed in prior studies examining other FOGAs, including Synthon\'s Argentinian product, Polimunol \[[@bb0060]\], and Probioglat \[[@bb0080]\].

### 3.2.6. In vivo assays {#s0105}

#### 3.2.6.1. EAE blocking test {#s0110}

The experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) blocking test infers the biological activity of a tested sample by the ability to block the induction of EAE in mice. The results show that Synthon EU FoGA samples are within the Copaxone specifications for the EAE release method, with activity ranging between 90% and 100% and mean maximal score ratio of 0.0 for all lots. As an in vivo release method, it failed to be sensitive enough to detect differences between Copaxone and other FoGAs, especially as this assay does not detect higher activity (ie, 100% activity is the maximum).

#### 3.2.6.2. Comparative 13-week repeated dose in vivo toxicity study in Sprague Dawley (SD) male rats {#s0115}

A comparative 13-week, repeated-dose, subcutaneous toxicity study in male Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats was performed with Copaxone and Synthon EU FOGA following Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) regulations \[[@bb0095]\]. Groups 1, 2, and 3 (n = 15 male rats/group) received vehicle control, Copaxone 40 mg/kg, or Synthon EU FOGA 40 mg/kg, respectively, at a concentration of 20 mg/mL. Animals were administered a daily subcutaneous injection at 1 of 4 alternating sites of the lateral dorsum and were observed daily for signs of behavioral changes, reaction to treatment, or illness. Daily evaluation of any injection site reaction was conducted for all treatment groups. Local tolerance assessment throughout the study indicated that all animals (100%) receiving Copaxone or Synthon EU FOGA had at least 1 occurrence of injection site minor swelling ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}). However, the total number of episodes recorded for the animals in the two test article treated groups was different; the number of recorded episodes of swelling following administration of Synthon EU FOGA reached 201, while for Copaxone the number of episodes was slightly more than half of this incidence (122) (Fisher\'s Exact Test, p \< 0.0001).Table 3In vivo toxicity rat study.Table 3Group 1Group 2Group 3PlaceboCopaxone 40 mg/kgSynthon EU 40 mg/kg(n = 15)(b = 15)(n = 15)Injection site swelling (minimal-sight severity)% (n) of affected animals0 (0)100 (15)100 (15)First to last study day in which finding was observedn/a23--9124--91Number of incidences0122201Rate compared to reference (Copaxone)n/aReference165%[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}Injection site induration (miminal-slight severity)% (n) of affected animals0 (0)87 (13)87 (13)First to last study day in which finding was observedn/a23--9123--90Number of incidences06895Rate compared to reference (Copaxone)n/aReference140%[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}[^1]

Likewise, 87% of the animals receiving Copaxone or Synthon EU FOGA also had at least 1 occurrence of slight injection site induration. The number of induration episodes recorded following administration of Synthon EU FOGA was higher than that recorded for Copaxone (95 vs 68, respectively, p = 0.0177, [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}). No control animals experienced injection site swelling or induration during the 90 day treatment period. No differences were noted with respect to location of the injection site.

Noteworthy for local tolerance of subcutaneous injections, it is recommended not to calculate safety margins based on mg/m^2^, but rather safety margins should be normalized to concentration (eg mg/area of application) or amount of drug (mg) at application site. Therefore the dose concentration (20 mg/mL) and amount of drug (10 mg/rat vs 20 mg/patient) used in this study are relevant to human treatment \[[@bb0130]\].

4. Conclusion {#s0120}
=============

Herein we evaluate and report on comprehensive characterization of the active ingredient in the Synthon FOGA product marketed in European countries in comparison to the reference product -- Copaxone. Results demonstrate that methodologies appropriate for analysis of peptide mixtures illuminate consistent and marked differences in the compositional and biological characteristics of the two products. These findings are concordant with results from both functional assays (ie, genome-wide, unbiased expression profiling) and subcutaneous injection-site reactions observed in treated rats.

The high-resolution methods found differences in key compositional attributes such as the molecular density parameters, including size and spatial arrangement of the polypeptide chains as measured by Viscotek-TDAmax and the surface charge distribution parameters as measured by CEX. These may stem from differences in primary structure, molecular conformation, and overall peptide-composition between Copaxone and the Synthon EU FOGA. In addition, these qualitative and quantitative differences in polypeptide composition were orthogonally confirmed by results from IMMS. In totality, these findings indicate compositional differences between the products.

Based on published literature in other model systems, altered surface charge distribution of antigens may be associated with altered immune processes and cytotoxicity \[[@bb0100],[@bb0135], [@bb0140], [@bb0145]\].The out-of-specification results for a third (2 out of 6) of the Synthon EU FOGA lots tested in the cytotoxicity assay (characterization assay) may be due to differences in quality attributes, that physicochemical testing is not sensitive enough to detect. Indeed, simulated statistical analyses have shown that, although still within specification range, for both peak maximum MW and relative potency there was a marked difference between the actual mean values for Synthon EU FOGA lots and the distribution of simulated mean values of Copaxone, such that the mean values for both the peak maximum MW and potency were higher for the Synthon EU FOGA lots relative to Copaxone.

Comparison of gene expression-based results to physicochemical or other biological tests yields orthogonal concordance supporting the hypothesis that functionally consistent differences between the two products exist. First, Remurel 1601434B differed from the other Synthon EU FOGA lots with respect to MWD as well as 2D MALLS. Concomitantly, in the splenocyte gene expression data, Remurel 1601434B was the consistent outlier, suggesting that it is both an outlier by physiochemical metrics as well as by gene expression in the T-cell rich splenocyte model. Secondly, both Clift lots show elevated cell-based cytotoxicity measurements, as well as strong genomic enrichments in related pathways (apoptosis, inflammatory response, interferon responses). Finally, in general, the Synthon EU FOGA potency distribution was higher than the simulated distribution of Copaxone as measured by IL2 levels in the supernatant after ex vivo activation. Correspondingly, IL2 STAT5 signaling differed in Synthon EU FOGA-treated THP-1 cells relative to Copaxone. These three examples show consistent patterns of correlations between multiple tests across the samples that may reflect underlying biological processes affected by differences between the active substances in Synthon EU FOGA and Copaxone.

Notably, there have been a few glatiramoids that exhibit out-of-specification results for cytotoxicity activity. A higher molecular weight analogue of GA, TV-5010 (produced by a slightly modified although similar manufacturing process at Teva) was found to be associated with both high potency and cytotoxic activity, and subsequently also caused in vivo lethality, hepatotoxicity, nephropathy, and other safety concerns in animals \[[@bb0150],[@bb0155]\]. The clinical development program of the product TV-5010 was terminated. Furthermore, out-of-specification results of the cytotoxicity assay were also noted for a FOGA marketed in Mexico, Probioglat, manufactured by Probiomed. Probioglat has been on the market in Mexico for a few years, and its introduction was followed by an increase in both reported number of adverse events and relapses \[[@bb0160]\]. Although the underlying mechanism of the higher cytotoxicity result in some of the Synthon EU FOGA lots cannot be definitively established, this finding does raise concern regarding potential differences in biological activity that warrants further investigation.

The lot-to-lot inconsistency of the Synthon EU FOGA lots is also noteworthy. One of the 6 lots had high molecular weight distribution, as well as high MW, high hydrophobicity, and atypical constituents in the same lot as measured by RPLC -2D-MALLS. Also there were differences in the results of the cytotoxicity in vitro assay, with 2 of the 6 lots of FOGAs being out of range for the Copaxone specifications.

The differences noted in the frequency of injection site reactions in a nonclinical rat toxicity model for the Synthon EU FOGA may be concordant with the results of the physicochemical, biological and gene expression studies, all showing that the active ingredients in Copaxone and Synthon EU FOGA have different in vivo properties. These data are of concern, given the potential underreporting of injection site reactions (ISRs) in the GATE study sponsored by Synthon \[[@bb0020]\] and its open label extension \[[@bb0030]\] compared with the findings from other Copaxone clinical studies. Specifically, adverse events due to ISRs reported for Copaxone ranged from 56.4% (GLACIER) \[[@bb0165]\], 90% and 66% in the original Johnson studies \[[@bb0170],[@bb0175]\] while in the double-blind phase of GATE, adverse events due to ISR were reported in 22.9% of Synthon EU FOGA subjects and 23.2% of Copaxone subjects \[[@bb0020]\]. A similar trend was noted in the open-label switch phase of the GATE study for Synthon EU FOGA/Synthon EU FOGA group at 1.2%, Copaxone/Synthon EU FOGA 0.9%, and placebo/Synthon EU FOGA 9.9% \[[@bb0030]\]. Considering that ISRs are among the most commonly reported adverse events associated with Copaxone use, any underreporting that may have occurred in the GATE study may suggest less sensitivity to detect differences between Copaxone and the Synthon EU FOGA.

In conclusion, the use of high-resolution, peptide-appropriate methodologies illuminated marked differences between the Synthon EU FOGA and Copaxone products. These consistent compositional differences indicate that the amino acid antigenic sequences, length, and amount of peptides are not the same between the active substances in Synthon EU FOGAs and Copaxone. The higher biological activity of the Synthon EU FOGAs, as demonstrated in potency and cytotoxicity assays, raises specific concerns regarding possible immunogenicity differences. Further supporting evidence was found in the gene expression differences, which independently indicated enrichment for pathways including inflammatory response, apoptosis, IL2 STAT5 signaling, and TNFα signaling, as well as in the differences noted in the frequency of swelling and induration at injection sites in the rat toxicity assessment. The totality of evidence indicates that further methodological experience is necessary to ascertain the long-term medical relevance of these findings in a chronic condition such as multiple sclerosis, including considerations for (repeated) substitution in real-world settings.
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[^1]: Fisher Exact test,p \< 0.0001 for number of swelling in the Synthon EU group compared to Copaxone 40 mg/kg group and p = 0.0177 for induration incidences.
